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What is a Secondary Source? 
Secondary sources are documents written after an event has occurred, 

providing secondhand accounts of that event, person/people involved, 

or topic. Unlike primary sources, which provide first-hand accounts, 

secondary sources offer different perspectives, analysis, and  

conclusions of those accounts. 

 

Examples include: 

 Journal and magazine articles 

 News reports 

 Encyclopedias 

 Textbooks 

 Books 

What is a Primary Source? 
Primary sources refer to original events, documents and artifacts.     

Examples include: newspaper articles, photographs, and diaries. These 

are the works that are analyzed and interpreted to create secondary 

sources. For more information, see our guide to finding primary 

sources.  

Undergraduate Research  Guides-  
Find Sources 

Why Use Secondary Sources? 
Secondary sources can provide you with background information and 

offer analysis of the event or work by those removed from the event or 

work itself. Scholarly articles are written by experts studying in a  

particular field, offering credibility to your research by providing  

interpretation of material by scholars.  

 

Secondary sources look beyond a particular event or artifact and 

can broaden your perspective and research. They can also provide  

historical perspective based on other events that have taken place 

since the original event or work.  
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How Can I Tell If Something Is a Secondary Source? 
 

As with any research, examine the document or article carefully for accuracy and credibility. Use the following 

questions to help you determine whether or not you are using a credible secondary source: 

 

 How does the author know what he/she knows? 

 Does his/her knowledge stem from personal experience or having read about and analyzed an event? 

 Does the author cite several other (published) reports? 

 Why is the information being provided or the article written? 

 Is the author interpreting previous events? 

 Does the information come from personal experience or others' accounts? 

 Is the date of publication close to the event described or was it written much later? 

Where Can I Find Secondary Sources? 
 

Encyclopedias 

Encyclopedias in the Undergrad Library and the UIUC Online Reference Collection are great places to get  

started with research and find secondary sources. Here is a sampling of encyclopedias that are good starting 

points on a variety of topics. In addition to the encyclopedia entries, use the bibliographies or reference lists at 

the end of the entries to find additional sources on your topic.  

 

 Countries and Their Cultures (GN307 .C68 2001) 

 Encyclopedia of Sociology (HM425.E5 2000) 

 Encyclopedia of American Social History (HN57 .E58 1993) 

 Encyclopedia of Communication and Information (P87.5.E5 2002) 

 Encyclopedia of Bioethics (QH332.E52 1995) 

 

Books 

 To search for books on a subject, go to the Library Catalog and select “Subject” in the drop down menu 

next to the search box 

 Also take a look at “Topics” in the right-hand column of the search results page 

 

Articles 

The Undergraduate Library’s Find Articles Guide is linked from the homepage and provides resources to search 

magazines, newspapers, and other sources using databases such as Academic Search Premier (EBSCO).  

 

More specific subject databases will be found under specific categories on the list. Articles in many of these 

databases provide an analysis of data and historical events. Many provide the secondary sources that will help 

you broaden your topic and add credibility to your research. Some good starting points include: 

 

 Newspaper Source (EBSCO)  - Identifies articles in regional U.S. newspapers, international newspapers, 

newswires and newspaper columns, as well as TV and radio news transcripts.  

 Communication & Mass Media Complete (EBSCO)  - Covers scholarly journals in communications, mass 

media, and other closely related fields.  

 Education Full Text (EBSCO)  - Identifies articles and books on all education topics.  

 JSTOR  - Searches older journals covering history, classics (ancient Rome and Greece, etc.), literature, 

and many more subjects.  

 

Links to these resources and more can be found at: http://www.library.illinois.edu/ugl/find/articleguide.html 

http://vufind.carli.illinois.edu/vf-uiu/Record/uiu_6548345
http://vufind.carli.illinois.edu/vf-uiu/Record/uiu_5654168
http://vufind.carli.illinois.edu/vf-uiu/Record/uiu_3463763
Encyclopedia%20of%20Communication%20and%20Information
http://vufind.carli.illinois.edu/vf-uiu/Record/uiu_5654152
http://openurl.library.uiuc.edu/sfxlcl3?url_ver=Z39.88-2004&url_ctx_fmt=infofi/fmt:kev:mtx:ctx&ctx_enc=info:ofi/enc:UTF-8&ctx_ver=Z39.88-2004&rfr_id=info:sid/sfxit.com:azlist&sfx.ignore_date_threshold=1&rft.object_id=17160000000000093&rft.object_portfolio_
http://openurl.library.uiuc.edu/sfxlcl3?url_ver=Z39.88-2004&url_ctx_fmt=infofi/fmt:kev:mtx:ctx&ctx_enc=info:ofi/enc:UTF-8&ctx_ver=Z39.88-2004&rfr_id=info:sid/sfxit.com:azlist&sfx.ignore_date_threshold=1&rft.object_id=17160000000000118&rft.object_portfolio_
http://openurl.library.uiuc.edu/sfxlcl3?url_ver=Z39.88-2004&url_ctx_fmt=infofi/fmt:kev:mtx:ctx&ctx_enc=info:ofi/enc:UTF-8&ctx_ver=Z39.88-2004&rfr_id=info:sid/sfxit.com:azlist&sfx.ignore_date_threshold=1&rft.object_id=17160000000000095&rft.object_portfolio_
http://openurl.library.uiuc.edu/sfxlcl3?url_ver=Z39.88-2004&url_ctx_fmt=infofi/fmt:kev:mtx:ctx&ctx_enc=info:ofi/enc:UTF-8&ctx_ver=Z39.88-2004&rfr_id=info:sid/sfxit.com:azlist&sfx.ignore_date_threshold=1&rft.object_id=17160000000000343&rft.object_portfolio_
http://www.library.illinois.edu/ugl/find/articleguide.html

